sufficiently on “limiting the effects of construction as much as possible”… We would
request the Inspectors to support our interests and wellbeing resulting from the CCE
underpass solution.
4. The viability of our farm, as a going concern is reversed into losses by virtue of the
Applicant’s proposal to seize 20% of our total arable area; again no concern, nor remedy
has been proffered by the Applicant.
5. This project has necessitated our retention of specialist consultants to decipher
information pertinent to our interests, pass comment thereon and eventually assist the
Applicant and their team to constructively arrive at potential alternative solutions. This
has involved us in spending a considerable amount of money (which could be seen
actually saving money for the Applicant) but we are struggling to get the Applicant to
contribute to our legitimate costs; can the Inspectors please request that the Applicant is
bound to reimburse us – we would never have had to spend all the time and money over
the last34 months if the Applicant had not launched their project proposals.   

  Specific to Sizewell C Project
1. We still feel that the SLR is a flawed concept with no true legacy benefit to local
community and that Route W still offers a far more efficient, direct route to site whilst
also being able to support SPR and Nautilus Windfarm/Interconnector infrastructure
demands in the future.
2. EPR technology is at best, flawed – the Applicant has not yet completed and
commissioned an EPR of their own.
3. The often quoted cost of £20bn has not been updated; every aspect of the UK economy is
showing signs of inflation unseen since the ‘70s… Today, President Macron admitted that
any future EPR projects in EDF’s homeland would be budgeted at £40bn – who will pay for
this doubling of costs.
4. What is the projected price of power to be generated by Sizewell C ?
5. The French Government today states that it sees the future of nuclear in ‘mini reactors’ –
recognising that ‘big nuclear’ is dead. Potentially, and even with RAB financing models, our
children and grandchildren will be paying for this project is allowed to proceed.

Finally, we should like to thank all the Inspectors and their team for your pragmatic and diligent
approach and response throughout this very complex Examination.
Sincerely,
David and Belinda Grant
Middleton
Saxmundham
Suffolk  

